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Here we are once again, and as 
ever we are dressed in our finest 
black and white for the occasion. 
Even if  I do say so myself, Pop Cult 
is looking good and licensed to ill.

However, one thing greatly 
troubles me about this issue. As 
more and more vegetarians have 
been joining us to work on Pop 
Cult, we have been forced to stop 
sacrificing animals. Apparently 
it’s ‘upsetting’ and ‘not correct’, 
nor ‘a healthy practice’. Which is 
why now, instead of  animals - so 
we can appease the wishes of  
everyone on the Pop Cult team 
and cause no offence and avoid 
any future legal complications - we 
have started sacrificing celery. 

I know what you’re thinking. You’re 
thinking: ‘What can be troubling 
him? In my opinion, sacrificing 
celery is a much better option all 
round, and it probably makes less 
mess.’ 

And you’d be right, there is 
less to clear up, but you must 
understand, we sacrificed the 
animals for you in order to please 
the Gods, to make sure Pop Cult is 
different - it feels as if  everything 
has already been done and said 
to tedium. That is the tightrope we 
walk, and we do so naked.

 

And, in truth, I thought we 
were doing okay when we were 
sacrificing the animals. The Gods 
were smiling down on us then 
and Pop Cult was good, but my 
concern is we should never have 
messed with the formula, and that 
snapping sticks of  celery in half  
will only anger the Gods and cause 
a dip in Pop Cult’s quality. 

Perhaps a dip in quality has 
already begun? I mean, we are 
still on this first page and you 
have to admit, this is a ridiculous 
introduction. Apart from the 
big hello and welcome at the 
beginning, which is present in 
every Pop Cult, it is embarrassing. 
I can’t believe I’m putting my name 
to it and sticking it here when 
instead I could have knocked out 
a few lines on how cool the sky 
is and how great our advertisers 
are, before telling you to give 
them your time and money. 

If  I were you, I would not keep Pop 
Cult in the bathroom and read it 
whenever you are there. Sure, it 
might make you laugh and you 
might find it entertaining, but then 
again, this issue might just stink. 

I certainly wouldn’t advise you 
pass this copy of  Pop Cult on to 
anyone else after reading it.  
 
 

Imagine the look on their face as 
they see the word ‘Cult’ on the 
front cover and then read the 
bizarre skit above that mentions 
sacrificing animals to please Gods. 
They will immediately think Pop 
Cult is put together by loonies and 
that you are a loony for trying to 
force it on them. 

You know, it could be too late for 
you - as you’ve read this far into 
the introduction you might already 
have been infected by the type 
of  virus William Burroughs used 
to talk about, words spreading 
disease and all that, but seriously, 
if  you do hand this issue of  Pop 
Cult to another person it is very 
likely that this individual will give 
you a very wide berth for the rest 
of  your natural life. 

And I blame the celery for this. 

Or am I just worrying 
unnececcelery? Maybe Pop Cult 
has improved? Why not drop 
the Pop Cult team an email to 
popcultmag@gmail.com and 
let us know what you think.

With best wishes,
Keegan Wilson     
Editor

(Front cover by Chris Walker)    

Editorial
HELLO and WELCOME again to Pop Cult, Essential Reading Material for the 
Bathroom. 
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HEALTH WARNING: Sitting on a toilet for prolonged periods, whether reading Pop Cult or not, can cause conditions such as thrombosis or haemorrhoids.  
If  you choose to read Pop Cult whilst sitting on the lavatory then it is highly advised you do so for no longer than ten minutes at a time.    
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intimidating glare from those chavs.
 
Ricochet! My clothes from the sale in Burtons shield me 
from accusations of being a wealthy, posing outsider.

Or so I’d have you believe. 

Isn’t it a shame that a job like this, which people take 
on for the pure love of caring, ultimately forces them to 
act so hard?

But on arrival at my patient’s flat – knock the front 
door before quickly stepping aside in case something 
hostile comes through it – I hastily have to fit a 
flimsier, but no less valuable shield: my Political 
Correctness Amplifier. This will screen whatever I’m 
about to say for anything that might not validate the 
patient’s insecurities (what we’re all really thinking). 

Jenny X (names have been changed to protect the 
attention-seeking) answers the door wearing a pink, 
short-sleeved, towelling dressing gown and matching 
slippers. She’s dishevelled, and has superficial self-harm 
cuts noticeable on her left arm.
 
“Hello, Jenny, I’m from the mental health team.”

No reply. Jenny turns and shuffles off  down the hall, 
leaving the door open for me to follow. In the lounge we 
both sit down and begin a conversation that feels more 
like sparring.

(Go on then, Jenny, give me your usual list of life’s 
everyday happenings that you can’t deal with.) “So, 
Jenny, how are we today?”

“Suicidal in I!”

(Obviously not very. At least no more than you have 

This job takes me into parts of the city that police officers 
won’t go in groups of less than three. A community 
psychiatric worker out by himself  needs serious 
protection to ward off  the dual threats of cynicism 
and standing out. The inner city grey could strip me of   
optimism and self-respect faster than the gang of louts 
over there could rob me of everything I’m carrying, so I 
have learned to search for an identity that anyone round 
here can relate to.

Where you would have once seen a self-conscious fish 
out of water, sauntering apologetically along a road 
notorious for its level of violent crime, conspicuous in his 
light brown cords, white shirt and black slip-on shoes, 
and hiding uselessly behind his NHS identity card, you’ll 
now see a guy stepping out in time to the urban flavas 
on his MP3 player, sporting new Burtons clothes and 
footwear like he designed them himself. 

On the street. Wise…  Or so he’d have you believe.

The key is looking less vulnerable – show no fear, show 
no pain – and less alien-like, as if  you are of that world. 
People here aren’t really looking for someone to rob. 
The white lads looking for trouble know the street value 
of everything they could possibly lift, so they know my 
trainers are worth f**k-all, and my MP3 f**k-all else. 

And the ethnic minorities aren’t looking to hassle 
the passing white guy, they just want to see if  I 
respect and belong. Am I some imperious, meddling, 
authoritative provincial? Or do I look like a dude from 
the neighbourhood who knows where it’s at, what it’s 
all about, what’s going on, what’s up, (who’s down) 
and how it’s hanging? In this environment, catching the 
buzz, feeling the rap and knowing the word is better 
than Kevlar. 
 
Pow! My confident glance masterfully deflects an 

Tank fly boss walk jam nitty gritty you’re listening to the boy from the big bad 
city—
Or so I’d have you believe.

A(r)mour
by Mark Crutchfield 

Illustration by Alice Strutt
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recovery and change, so Jenny has learned to search 
popular films for symptoms of insanity that everyone can 
recognise. She might even start trying to bite her elbows 
in a minute.

Which is a shame, because Jenny does have a recognised 
condition. She doesn’t have the kind of trendy, chemically 
imbalanced, out-of-control, eat-your-liver-with-a-nice-
Chianti, whoop! whoop! manic insanity of popular cliché, 
but thanks to her upbringing she does lack the basic 
skills for coping with situations that most people think of  
as routine. So Jenny will always want the health services, 
social services, emergency services, bus services 
or pizza delivery services to deal with whatever she 
considers to be a crisis.

I want to help her. And I could if  she’d let me.

But the advice and lessons in coping that psychiatry 
would prescribe are anathema to a personality disorder. 
Almost by definition, personality disorders don’t want 
responsibility – they want endless recourse to infinite 
symptoms to permanently avoid responsibility.

So where I always hope to find someone honest enough 
to discuss their genuine difficulties and show patience 
while we talk them through, I find instead a twitching 
psycho planning the massacre of her family and 
friends.

Or so she’d have me believe.

And against a mental health worker and his sensible 
questions, raving cartoon lunacy is better than Kevlar.

Pyow! A well-timed flinch of her head deflects my 
suggestion of an anxiety-relieving breathing exercise.

Ricochet! An attempt at biting her elbows 
with canine yelps of frustration dismisses my 
idea of taking her for a walk as distraction. 

So my visit achieves nothing. As usual. Jenny refuses 
treatment for her overdose. She asks me to leave 
because she wants to meet her friends in the Red Lion, 
and so I stride away with the flavas on my MP3.

Back on the street. Wise...

Or so I’d have you believe, when what I’m really thinking 
is: if  Jenny really wants to be helped, and if  I’m really 
doing this job for the love of caring, then why do we both 
need to wear so much armour?       

been for the past three years.) “Oh dear, and is there 
any particular reason?”

“Paid my benefits late, din’t they.”

(!)“But they’ve been paid now?”

“Yeah – late! And if  I die, that’ll f***ing teach them to 
pay me on time next month!”
 
(Next month? So you won’t be very dead, then?) “And 
what are the benefits for?”

“Incapacity benefits for my suicidal depression.”

(But you have a diagnosis of Borderline Personality 
Disorder.) “And what do you think originally triggered 
this depression, Jenny?”

“It started when I left school and I couldn’t get any 
benefits.”

(...) “And how is your mood affecting you now? Do you 
have any urges to act on your suicidal feelings?”

“Already have. Took overdose.”

“Oh dear. What did you take?”

“Six paracetamol. That’ll show them how suicidal I am!”

(Yes, it certainly does show us how suicidal you are 
compared to, say, the schizophrenic man who put a 
pencil up his nose and head-butted a table last week.) 
“Jenny, I’m not hugely concerned about that level, but 
you know that you should really be checked at A&E if  
you’ve taken more than—”

“Yeah yeah yeah, but I can’t. I’m going to the pub with 
my mates in a minute.”

And so on. 

The visit lasts another ten minutes, in which time I see 
Jenny’s agitation rise. Then “The Voices” tell Jenny to 
hurt herself  and people close to her. Then she has a 
ten-second fit…

B-b-bbbbaby! I think I’m going c-c-c-crazy! 

Or so she’d have us believe.

Someone with a work-free lifestyle to maintain needs 
serious protection to ward off  the dual threats of  
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The Laslo Boniek Emails
from   laslo boniek <lasloboniek@googlemail.com>
to  XXXXX Henderson <xxxxx@optimussearch.com> 
date   30 Sep 2007 12:20
subject  JS-EMBEDDED-C-ARM-SW-DSP-TI-CONTRACT

Dear XXXXX

I come to United Kingdom country in search of  better life and to chase the American Dream. I arrive from 
Ippleonia, a very small island in Aegean Sea, for some reason it not shown on many maps, and I write for you to 
write back and tell me how I apply to use my skills in new home and become IT Professional, yes. 
 
Thank you,
 
Laslo Boniek

from   XXXXX Henderson <xxxxx@optimussearch.com> 
to  laslo boniek <lasloboniek@googlemail.com>
date   30 Sep 2007 14:20
subject  RE: JS-EMBEDDED-C-ARM-SW-DSP-TI-CONTRACT

Pls send me your CV 
 
KR 
XXXXX 

from   laslo boniek <lasloboniek@googlemail.com>
to  XXXXX Henderson <xxxxx@optimussearch.com>
date   1 Oct 2007 10:04
subject  RE: JS-EMBEDDED-C-ARM-SW-DSP-TI-CONTRACT

Dear XXXXX, 
 
Thank you for email. I sorry, but I not together with the United Kingdom customs. I not understand. What is CV? 
Is it bribe? I cannot send you money right now, as I have no money, which is why I want job in IT and to use my 
skills to help nurse the sick computers back to health. However, I promise that once you find me job I share 
wages with you. Is this okay? Is this CV enough? 
 
Thank you for help,
 
Laslo Boniek
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fom   XXXXX Henderson <xxxxx@optimussearch.com>
to  laslo boniek <lasloboniek@googlemail.com>
date   1 Oct 2007 10:09
subject  RE: JS-EMBEDDED-C-ARM-SW-DSP-TI-CONTRACT

Lol

from   laslo boniek <lasloboniek@googlemail.com>
to  XXXXX Henderson <xxxxx@optimussearch.com> 
date   1 Oct 2007 10:47 
subject  RE: JS-EMBEDDED-C-ARM-SW-DSP-TI-CONTRACT

Dear XXXXX, 
 
I not understand. What is ‘Lol’? Is it code? Does it mean we have deal? 
 
Before I agree, I need to know how much CV you need. I think 15% is fair amount. 
 
When I live in Ippleonia I in charge of  island’s multi-media system. I responsible for setting up VCR to tape 
shows, tuning of  the radio, the playing of  the CD’s and the setting up of  the island’s X-Box and computer and 
dial-up Internet. I very good with technology, I learn fast and set Ippleonia highest score record for Halo 2, and 
I also win Ippleonia’s Pro Evo Soccer league and cup competitions six times in last nine years. 
 
Thank you,
 
Laslo Boniek

No Reply
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that I was imagining it. So I brought out my other 
notes, introducing them as being ‘the moves of  
all the other players’ and used these to show 
how everyone else had both good and bad luck 
during the game. I then compared them to her 
perfect game before I picked up the dice and 
shaker and demonstrated so everyone could see 
her rolling technique. What do you know? I rolled 
the number I needed to complete my collection of  
train stations. 

This damning proof  only served to make her go 
ballistic, and a touch paranoid if  you want my 
honest opinion. She did not take kindly to being 
under what she called my ‘surveillance’, thank you 
very much, saying that I had ‘the beady eyes of  a 
rat’ and that I was worse than CCTV. She followed 
this up by calling me a ‘f***ing moron’ and told 
her husband she wanted to leave because I’d 
upset her and ‘ruined the evening for everyone’.

I tried explaining that there was no point the rest 
of  us playing against a cheat and that it was the 
cheat who had ‘ruined the evening’, but I fell silent 
after catching the wife’s glare. Although as Paula 
and her husband Keith were going through the 
door I could see in his eyes and by the expression 
on his face that he knew I was right and that he 
knew she was cheating as well. But what was he 
to do? He even shrugged his shoulders as people 
do when they feel helpless to do anything and 

The kids were with the babysitter and we were 
on our way to the wife’s friend Paula’s house. 
On almost any other occasion I would have been 
looking for an excuse not to go, as Paula and I 
do not exactly get along. Don’t get me wrong, 
she’s a nice enough person, but we just don’t 
click. You know, there’s something about her that 
I just don’t take to. A few weeks earlier things had 
gotten pretty bad between us when I caught Paula 
cheating at Monopoly.

We were at another friend’s house and she was 
placing the dice into the shaker and tipping 
them out in her favour. Naturally Paula denied 
any wrongdoing and called me a ‘moron’ when 
I brought it up. Assuming that would be her 
response, I produced a set of  notes I’d been 
taking during the game which documented all her 
moves. It was clear evidence showing the score 
she needed the dice to show to either win money 
or escape the punishment of  her fellow players, 
and I pointed out how unusual it was that every 
time she rolled she never once threw a number 
that caused her anything but benefit.

She didn’t like that and started calling me a 
lunatic before apologising to the wife and asking 
why she decided to marry a f***ing nut like me. 
I didn’t mean to cause a scene, my intention 
was to merely point out that she was cheating 
and should stop, but Paula’s reaction wasn’t just 
questioning my integrity, it was also insinuating 

Once again, the comedian and actor ‘V’ talks about the things that keep him 
awake at night.

Curiosity kills the cat, but 
what does it do to us?
by V

Illustration by Clarke Nova
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“It’s no big deal. I jump it all the time,” said Keith, 
looking up at us.

“And I told him not to do it and now look what 
happens? He goes and hurts himself,” said Paula 
without compassion, which caused me to suspect 
there might be something more to this than I’d 
previously thought.

“So, er, how did the pen, the fountain pen, how 
did it come to be left like that, pointing upright?” 
I asked reasonably.

Keith looked up again. “Paula had been writing 
a letter to her aunt and uncle, thanking them for 
letting us use their holiday home in Umbria.”

“And she left the pen like that, knowing you love 
hurdling the sofa,” I said, finishing off  Keith’s 
sentence. I don’t even know why I said it, it just 
came out, and as I said it a look of  doubt swept 
over Keith’s face. 

“It was a f***ing accident!” screamed Paula in 
my face. “You think I’d deliberately hurt Keith, you 
twisted f**k? Not that it is any business of  yours, 
but the pen was there because I had to answer 
the telephone and I left it upright between the 
cushions because it leaks and leaving it upright 
stops it leaking, wasting ink and ruining whatever 
it comes into contact with.”

“The fountain pen leaks?” asked Keith.

“The f***ing thing doesn’t do anything since your 
fat arse landed on it and it splintered inside you. 
And you,” she said, pointing at me, “how dare 
you come around here acting like some f***ing 
detective from an ITV drama. What’s got into you 
lately? In front of  all our friends you accuse me of  
cheating at Monopoly, and now this. Do you hate 
me? Is that it? Do you think I am a bad influence 
on your wife or something? Do I scare you?”

“You were cheating at Monopoly,” I said, correcting 
her. “Everyone could see you cheating. I can’t 

have run out of  ideas. It was his white flag of  
compliance. 

Keith was actually the reason the wife and I 
were in the car travelling to their house. The day 
before, the wife received a phone call from Paula 
saying Keith was in hospital after being stabbed 
in the bum by a fountain pen. He’d been released 
earlier in the day and the wife thought it would be 
nice to take him a card and wish him well. Me? 
I was curious as to how it happened and what 
damage it had done.

Paula greeted us at the door and was very 
welcoming to the wife, but she didn’t exactly roll 
out the red carpet for me, almost closing the door 
on my hand. She led us through to Keith, who 
was in the living room, lying face down on the 
sofa underneath a duvet. Everything had been 
angled for him to be able to play his X-Box on the 
television. To start with, the wife made most of  
the small talk about how he was feeling and so on, 
but it was killing me, so I cut straight to the chase 
and asked him how it happened. He said that he 
hurdled over the  back of  the sofa and landed on 
a fountain pen wedged between the cushions and  
pointing upwards.

“Hurdled over the sofa?” I said, impressed by the 
feat, because he has a big sofa.

“Yeah,” said Paula, “He does it all the time and 
I kept warning him that sooner or later he would 
break something. I tell him that he’ll either crash 
into the coffee table and cause a whole lot of  
mess with glass going everywhere, or he’s going 
to break the sofa. Look at him, he’s a big man 
and he comes down on it when he lands with such 
a force. BUMP!” She illustrated this final point by 
pounding her fist into her palm.

My eyes widened. “He is a big man. I’m amazed 
he can jump the sofa like that. I’m envious. I’m 
thinking that if  I tried to jump it I’d bang my knee, 
trip over and destroy everything. I’d probably 
knock a wall down. I’m very clumsy, not athletic. I 
was the corner flag for the school football team.”
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knew Paula was cheating at Monopoly.” Not only 
is Paula a cheat, her husband is now a spineless 
liar. 

“Excuse him,” said the wife to everyone in her 
most soothing tones as she took me by the 
shoulders and pushed me out the room, “he’s 
been under a lot of  strain recently - most of  it 
to do with work. He doesn’t think he is funny 
anymore and the pressure’s mounting on him. 
They want him to work on a new sitcom and he’s 
having serious doubts about his abilities and it’s 
making him behave erratically. I think you’re right, 
we should be on our way. It’s been so nice to see 
you, and I hope you are back on your feet soon, 
Keith. It’s been lovely to see you both. Take care, 
Paula, I’ll give you a call tomorrow. Once again, 
I’m very sorry.”

On the drive home the wife was saying nothing. 
After a while I started to laugh.

“What? What was with that face? You’re not angry 
at me, are you? You didn’t think it was funny that 
he always jumps over the sofa and it annoys her 
and one day she just happens to accidentally 
leave a pen pointing up that he lands on? That 
doesn’t strike you as the least bit odd? A teensy 
bit calculated of  her? And the Monopoly thing, you 
saw she was cheating that night, right? How could 
you not see? It was obvious. She was slipping the 
dice in and slipping them back out and collecting 
everyone’s money. Cheating. She had to have left 
the pen there deliberately, she was teaching him 
a lesson.”

The wife did not respond and she continued the 
drive back in silence, but stopped at the traffic 
lights five minutes from home and mumbled to 
herself, “I wish you could be normal.”

stand cheating and I was the only person brave 
enough to say something. We could all see it. 
Hell, even Keith knew you were cheating, right, 
Keith?”

“I think you should go,” mumbled Keith from the 
sofa.

“I’m sorry, I couldn’t hear you, I should what?” I 
asked.

“You should go. Leave. Go on, go! It’s not that I 
don’t appreciate you both coming over, but you’ve 
gone too far this time.”

“But she was cheating though, right? You looked 
at me and gave me that look as you were leaving 
and shrugged your shoulders.”

“Go on, go. You’re not welcome any more. Paula’s 
right. What has gotten into you?”

“Oh, I see” I said, cracking an imaginary whip and 
winking at Keith.

“What’s that supposed to mean?” he asked.

“What’s what supposed to mean?” was my 
answer.

“That mime you just did. What did you mean by 
it?”

“What mime? I don’t know what you’re talking 
about.”

“Now you’re just being childish,” said Keith. “You 
were trying to say I’m pussy whipped. That’s what 
you were trying to do.”

“I don’t know what you’re talking about,” was all 
I said.

“We all saw you,” ranted Keith.

“And I saw it when you made that face to say you 
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The Pentagon’s gay weapon
  
  by Savage Henry

US military chiefs are said to have considered developing an ‘aphrodisiac’ chemical weapon that would make 
enemy troops sexually irresistible to each other. The Sunshine Project, which exposes research into chemical and 
biological weapons, revealed the plans, according to New Scientist.

Provoking widespread homosexual behaviour among troops would cause a “distasteful but completely non-lethal” 
blow to morale, the proposal says. Other ideas included chemical weapons that attract swarms of  enraged wasps 
or angry rats to troop positions, making them uninhabitable. Another was to develop a chemical that caused 
‘severe and lasting halitosis’, to identify guerrillas trying to blend in with civilians. There was also an idea to make 
troops’ skin unbearably sensitive to sunlight. The proposals, from the US Air Force Wright Laboratory in Dayton, 
Ohio, apparently date from 1994. The lab sought Pentagon funding for research into what it called “harassing, 
annoying and ‘bad guy’-identifying chemicals”. Sunshine Project spokesman Edward Hammond said it was not 
known if  the proposed six-year research plan was pursued.

So, let me get this straight. It’s not okay to humiliate captured prisoners by making them do homo things to 
each other in a war area prison camp, but it is okay to develop a weapon to be used against the enemy in the 
field that will make them go mad with lust for one another and bum. Does anyone else think this might be a 
joke?

I hope if they do use this weapon they have perfected their techniques for targeting. Don’t want them hitting 
the innocents, each other or friendly troops with it. If weapons do develop in this way then I am betting wars will 
be much funnier. Whole battlefields lined with a huge orgy of men and women from either side, butt naked and 
f***ing. Meanwhile, in cities, laughing gas will render daily activity and production useless, as the Laughing Gas 
Bomb victims are unable to stand up, because they are laughing themselves senseless and p***ing their pants. 
This is mad, but oh what a lovely war.

War will turn into a series of harmless practical jokes. I love the idea of a chemical that gives terrorists severe 
and lasting halitosis. Surely this would then make anyone with bad breath a terror suspect. Brilliant. Where in 
the past we’d have been too polite to raise a mention of a person’s bad breath, we would then have the power 
as concerned citizens to ask: ‘are you a terrorist or has a cat shit in your mouth?’ It should become the duty of 
every general to turn war into a series of harmless practical jokes. And what with Beadle, Dom Jolly and Dirty 
Sanchez, we’d still be a world super power. The US will still be strong with the likes of the Jackass team, Ashton 
Kutcher and its candid camera set up. Performance artists would take on the role now occupied by assassins. 
Who of us would then mind if the war had blanket television coverage? Shots of enemy dignitaries being taken 
out by the bucket of water above the door jape. Hypnotised enemy soldiers thinking they are chickens.

War is gay, gay, gay, gay anyway.

For bonus material and stories such as the one below visit www.myspace.com/popcultmag and read the Pop Cult blogs
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Q. In his song Children of the Revolution, Marc 
Bolan insightfully sings about driving a Rolls 
Royce because it is good for his voice. Why 
couldn’t he have been more perceptive about 
the mini he drove?  Vince, Winchester.

A. Marc ‘girl’s blouse’ Bolan as we called him, never 
learnt to drive due to a very early premonition he had 
about a futuristic congestion charge being introduced 
to London by his live-in love interest at the time, 
‘Ken Livingston’, or Red Ken, as he was aptly named 
because of  his incredibly sore bottom. The only reason 
he believed the Rolls was good for his voice was the 
protection it offered when crashing into his favourite 
trees, ‘Acer Pseudoplatanis’ or Sycamore. It was an 
addiction far more serious than the drug problems 
reported by the press, and amazingly it wasn’t picked 
up on until too late, despite years and years of  having 
people drive him into Sycamores all over the country. 
One of  his biggest hits, five years before his death, 
was a song entirely devoted to a mistaken Sycamore 
he had himself  driven into by his chiropodist, Sam, 
which actually turned out to be a Telegraph pole, hence 
‘Telegram Sam’. 

Q. Do you think teleportation will ever happen? 
John, Woolston

A. Teleportation. The movement of objects or 
elementary particles from one place to another, more or 
less instantaneously, without travelling through space. 
The expert is Professor Eugene Polzik at the Niels 
Bohr Institute at Copenhagen University, who has been 
working on it tirelessly for years with several watery 
but nonetheless close breakthroughs. I however have 
been doing my own research and have found that I can 
mix teleportation with time travel reasonably simply. 
I have managed to transport myself minus my house 
keys, mobile and wallet from a party in Bournemouth 
on a Friday to the inside of my wardrobe on a Sunday 
morning simply by taking mushrooms and drinking 
unsociably. The one thing I’m struggling to rectify is 
the acute memory loss and arguments that ensue with 
my partner.

 

I dare to ask Jon...
These people did, but do you dare ask our resident shaman your question?   
If so, email it to idaretoaskjon@gmail.com or text 07786 230665* and let the 
wisdom flow. 

Q. Have you seen my coat? 
Roy, Southampton 

A. That’s a first. Somebody asking me. It’s usually me 
asking everyone else. Nine times out of ten I didn’t 
even wear a coat out. The one time I did, a girl set 
light to it, so I went home with a sleeve and right hand 
pocket. If I were you, Roy, I wouldn’t bother with coats 
anymore. They’re overrated. I don’t use one anymore. 
In winter I just run everywhere. It makes the bouncers a 
bit nervous when you approach their bars, and if you’re 
taking a lass on a romantic meal, just volunteer to hold 
her shoes as you both sprint from the car park to the 
restaurant.

Q. What’s the best country you’ve ever visited? 
Carl, Brighton

A. Columbia. Lost a lot of weight and the feeling in 
my face but I have to say they have some of the best 
landscapes in the world. Incredibly outgoing and 
forward people. Jittery yes, some would say incredibly 
violent, but they’d let you give them the shirt off your 
back, in fact they insist on it, and you can’t say that 
about most people

Q. Who’s afraid of the big bad wolf? 
Lorraine, Southampton.

A. Well, frankly no one after those debacles with 
the Three Little Pigs and Little Red Riding Hood. He 
made himself out to be a proper soft lad. What was 
he thinking? “Little pig, little pig, let me come in.” How 
many hard men do you know who’d ask if it were ok to 
come in as they’d really love to CUT YOU UP? And when 
the wee little piglet says no, what does Wolf do? He 
threatens to blow the house down. Blow the house up 
more like. Then the cunning and threatening menace 
picks on a geriatric and puts her clothes on - pants, 
bra, nightie, the lot, cos he’s too scared to kill Red 
Riding Hood outside. Come on. Apparently the real 
ending to that story was that Little Red Riding Hood 
took him outside and give him a proper good bitch slap.  
 

*standard network rates apply
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Weather report
by Mark Sanderson

Illustration by Johnny Toaster

He called the bank and they in turn suggested he 
call the fraud department. “Right, don’t suppose you 
know why?” he asked, pretty sure they didn’t. They 
didn’t. He made another call, this time to the fraud 
department. “No, there’s really nothing wrong with 
your account, Mr Parkes.”
 
“Yeah, I know that.” He sighed. “And it’s Marks. But 
the cash machine won’t let me draw anything out.”

“Well,” and Derso almost knew what was coming, 
“everything should be okay now, Mr Parks.” 

“Okay! Well, maybe you can explain all these weekend 
transactions?” shouted Derso, slamming the 
microwave door shut. “I’ve been done over and not 
just on Friday night, but Saturday and Sunday too. 
Who the f**k are Yo-Yo’s?”

“Let me check for you, Mr Parkes, bear with me,” 
replied the operator with polite indifference. 

“Yo-Yo’s is a nightclub, Mr Parkes.” Suddenly it 
dawned on Derso. 

“Would you like us to investigate further, Mr Parkes?”

Derso remained silent for a moment. “No, I don’t think 
so.” 
 
A lot of  people don’t know what is going on. Derso is 
one of  them. He was tired. Sleeping in the day didn’t 
really work for him. Derso worked the nightshift as 
a printing press assistant. It was nothing to write 

Derso Marks found the cordless phone in the microwave. He didn’t ask himself what the 
hell it was doing there. 

home about, he knew that. Didn’t matter. Just needed 
some money - that’s all, so he could pay the gas bill 
and cover the rent. Keep away from credit cards 
and buying new trainers or anything else that could 
distract him. Then he’d have enough to go to Thailand 
rather than just look at pictures of  it in glossy travel 
brochures. The job seemed perfect. No experience 
or qualifications needed. That’s what the ad in the 
paper said. Yeah, thought he might be over qualified 
did Derso. He needn’t have worried.
 
Smartened up best he could for the interview. Wearing 
that old navy blazer he’d had for years. Two scuffed 
gold buttons holding onto sagging lapels for dear life. 
Shook hands with the big boss, took a tour of  the 
factory and was asked when he could start. Derso 
thought he must have been the best applicant. Or 
maybe nobody else was stupid enough to apply. 

That was two months ago. Or maybe three. Hard 
to tell. Who can tell between March and April these 
days? Anyway, the job: Get in at 6, work through ‘til 
7 the next morning - Monday night through to Friday 
morning. Time spent putting up with Ken’s moods, 
Les’ strange ways and thank God for Carl keeping him 
sane. Simple.
 
Derso worked mainly on the guillotine. He’d tried some 
of  the other machinery with varying degrees of  failure. 
Ken was in charge during the nightshift and Derso 
found his scope for progress limited. Ken was touchy. 
It was understandable. He was in charge of  Derso. He 
lightened up sometimes, particularly when looking at 
hardcore pornography. Which usually occurred during 
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break time at midnight. Quite often Derso would find 
himself  tucking into a cheese and pickle sandwich 
when Ken would suddenly thrust some graphic image 
under his nose. “Look at that,” he’d nod. “Lovely 
innit?” That was Ken though, downright miserable 
unless talking about the depraved.
 
One night Ken hadn’t said a word to Derso in four 
hours. It was normal. Derso just kept cutting at that 
guillotine, until a coughing startled him. He turned 
around. It was Ken. “Look, I know we’ve not always 
got on,” said Ken, adding the necessary moisture with 
his grey tongue to the cigarette he was rolling. “So I 
got you this to help the passing of  time.”

“Cheers, Ken,” started Derso. “What you got there?” 
Ken removed a piece of  paper from his pocket and 
sellotaped it to Derso’s guillotine. “Yeah, look at that,” 
grinned Ken. Derso couldn’t do anything else, looking 
at the A4 print-off  in disbelief. A tangle of  three, four 
or was it five bodies? “Lovely innit?” smiled Ken, 
puffing away. Derso just about managed to nod his 
head.

Derso was always having problems with that guillotine. 
“Oh f**k,” he sighed, turning around to make sure 
Ken didn’t see his mistake. The measurements weren’t 
set correctly. Forty five covers of  Regulating Plastic 
Moulding for Caustic Polymers down the swanny. 

“What have we here?” came a low voice. It was Les. 
“You haven’t got the rhythm, lad.” Les placed giant 
hands either side of  Derso’s slim waist. The guillotine 
was operated standing up. Whatever needed cutting 
was placed in front of  you. Measurements set by a 
pedal at your feet, while two buttons situated at waist 
height had to be depressed simultaneously to flash 
down that blade. “Deep, slow, motions,” breathed Les 
while operating the guillotine from behind Derso. “You 
see? Deep, slow motions.” 

Les was getting closer. Close enough to smell 
something he recognised. Yardley Gold. The trapped 
Derso nodded. Les continued. His big arms at the 
buttons either side of  Derso, wedging him in. “Deep, 

slow, motions.” Derso nodded some more but Les 
wasn’t finished yet. On the shelf  straight ahead was a 
stapled document about the prevention of  industrial 
injury. At times like these, thought Derso, in the 
small hours, an industrial injury was an attractive 
proposition.
 
By the time Friday came, Derso felt like going out 
for a drink, just to get back to some normal sleeping 
pattern. He had enough to pay the rent, so it was okay. 
He wasn’t saving as much as he’d liked, but there 
was plenty of  time for that. He remembered that Carl 
said he always gave a job a good go, but if  it wasn’t 
going anywhere after two years, he’d be off. Two 
years? Derso wouldn’t be there that long, nowhere 
near. That’s what he kept telling himself. After another 
heavy weekend of  doing nothing other than getting 
wasted and spending twice as long getting over it, it 
was always time to go back to work. 
 
Carl often gave Derso a lift in. “Out at the weekend 
were you, mate? asked Carl, a thin smirk on his lips.

“Yeah,” sighed Derso, “few beers down Yo-Yo’s then 
over to, oh whasit called?”

“The Roxy?” laughed Carl. Turning his head from the 
road to Derso. “For Tequilas?” 

“Yeah, that’s it.” Seemed strange how he knew, but he 
thought nothing of  it. Why should he?

“Good laugh, wasn’t it?” 

Derso looked at Carl blankly for a moment. He thought 
back hard. Sometimes he’d see Carl out, but one week 
was much the same as another. Anyway, Carl was 
crazy. No way was Derso going to stick this job for 
two years. He was going to Thailand. Feel young while 
he was young. Just as soon as he’d saved some cash. 
Summer had gone and the leaves were falling. The 
two of  them walked past tall stacks of  wooden pallets 
to the factory forecourt and punched in. Derso was 
going to look into flight prices to Thailand. He’d do it 
soon. Just as soon as he saved some cash.
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         This happens every 15 
minutes in my basement
by Roland Rock

Illustration by Barny Lanman

The Victorian age, it should be remembered, was a 
fertile breeding ground for the pursuit and gathering 
of  human knowledge. Experimentation was the then 
buzzword, and understanding and explanation the 
main priorities. These great, gifted figures from 
human past did not do it for naked profit, whoring 
their greater selves and genius to peddling the latest 
brand or range, and there appears to have been no 
free ranging malice or cheap wickedness on their 
behalf. For some of  these scientists, the pursuit of  
understanding was a matter of  honour, about making 
great breakthroughs into the void, the opportunity to 
be the first person in the world to discover something 
profound and insightful, even useful, the dreams of  
being recognised by all and sundry as knowing the 
intricate workings of  the universe and so much more. 
For others, being a scientist was no big deal. Yet this 
is no truth.  

Victorian scientists, every man jack of  them, were 
mutton-chopped hairy men of  questions, keen on 
meat and good drinking. They sought adventure 
in their own capabilities, their minds always full of  
questions. Some went even further and sported full-
on bushy beards. Never before had the human form 
and brain been unleashed in such a way, and with so 
many resources and tools at its disposal. They were 
busy riding on a magical mystery tour through the 
land of  hope and glory, ain’t that so, Mr Chaplin, sir? 

 

Henry Forbes was every inch the brilliant Victorian scientist, except he wasn’t, 
although he was.

Each day, these Victorian scientists, with the swill of  
daily recoil and shander going on beyond the walls of  
their laboratories, lived with the heavy pregnancies 
of  their ideas and the painful birthing processes they 
gave them. Grotesque it must have been, men torn 
in two as their imaginations pulsed and throbbed 
with each mental contraction as they spewed fourth 
their babies. So much to say and do, and yet there 
he sits in the corner, quietly looking at his watch 
and counting down the seconds. Grim? He’s f***ing 
suicidal. On recognising old Father Time in their 
lives, the pace of  work would gather to frantic levels, 
dawning had its own dawning, so to speak, and many 
were moved to record their mind messages and to 
reconstruct the world in accordance to their thoughts 
before they left it. This was a game where the winner 
would out manoeuvre all others with unparalleled 
excellence in thought and concentration. Some of  the 
players were driven mad by this prospect. These are 
the ones we have never heard of, those who didn’t 
quite make the grade despite the impressiveness of  
their facial fuzz.

Onward these mad and sane scientists ventured, 
looking for secrets. Always the eagle eye was on the 
look out for the cosmic trigger, which they discovered 
later when the beards and sideburns were replaced 
by younger, more fashionable moustaches in what we 
shall call the birth of  the Atomic Age. 
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In one way or another the Victorian scientists talked 
to God and tried to translate what he/she/it had 
to say, and that’s not their fault either - be sure to 
understand that these scientists were good at what 
they did, or at least some were. Delight was found in 
Alice through the looking glass and out the other side 
with Jules Verne and HG Wells, if  you don’t mind, and 
not to mention HP Lovecraft and the late, great Edgar 
Allan Poe. Great literature and giddy times for some, 
indeed. 

Heinrich Hertz – he discovered the existence of  
electromagnetic waves. Just try imagining life without 
them. Charles Darwin – he shook the religious 
and scientific worlds with his book On the Origin 
of  Species by Means of  Natural Selection. Louis 
Pastor – he was a founding figure in the science of  
bacteriology. Just three of  many from those times who 
have made a colossal impact on our lives in the here 
and now, and each one a contemporary of  Henry 
Forbes. All of  them, Hertz, Darwin and Pastor, are 
instantly recognisable through having entered human 
consciousness and entwined themselves to the 
mortal tree, invisible to the eye, but always with us as 
information is shared. In reality these scientists have 
survived on the strength of  their discoveries and the 
cunning human ability to redefine What Is - they are 
storytellers telling our own story. The past is never far 
away and the future is almost always tantalisingly with 
us, frustratingly so, but Henry Forbes is destined to 
remain unknown, until now, perhaps? 

Forbes took out his watch and studied it carefully 
before tucking it back into his pocket. He moved 
back to his desk and leant over it to scrutinise his 
handwritten notes. His bright, keen eyes absorbed 
information, and as discovery formed in his brain 
a joyous smile broke out across his face. It was, I 
suppose, his eureka moment. What was happening 
to Henry Forbes was that he was recognising the 
mistake he had made, but what gave him joy was the 
sudden knowledge of  the solution that flooded into 
his thinking. Wasting not one more second he turned 
to work on his Time Box. 

I only know about Henry Forbes because he is my 
great, great, great grandfather on my mother’s side 
of  the family.  

The Time Box is of  similar size to phone boxes you 
see out on the street, and it too has a door that 
opens out, but the Time Box is made out of  a heavy, 
dark wood, and once inside you see nothing but the 
dark. As Forbes finished his adjustments, the door 
to his room opened and in walked his loyal assistant, 
George Gordon.

“It works!” exclaimed Forbes in an excitable voice, 
rubbing his hands and moving towards George. 

Gordon shook his head. “Please, Henry. You’re the 
laughing stock of  London. You should have heard the 
X-Club diners talking about you this evening. They 
were all at the Science Hall, scolding you in public and 
claiming you’ve lost your mind. Not one disagreed. I 
dared not speak up on your behalf  because I feared 
the severe lashings of  their tongues would have killed 
me and I would not have survived to be here tonight 
to inform you of  the storm that is brewing.”

“Pah! What do they know?” Forbes said with a look 
of  pity for any sorry soul who might say such words 
about he, before adding positively, “It works.” 

Gordon stammered before saying, “They say it’s 
wrong. That you shouldn’t be meddling. I wanted to 

“Of course,” said 
Forbes, ushering 
Gordon into the 
Time Box, “and 
give my regards to 
Henry the Eighth,” 
he added with a 
smile.
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explain to them, but what was the use? They intend 
to stop you once and for all this time by ceasing your 
funds.”

“George, really, have you not heard a word I’ve 
said? It doesn’t matter what the X-Club say or think, 
because it works. The device works. This will prove I 
am right. If  they won’t listen then they will have to see 
it for their own eyes.”

“It works?”

“Yes,” said Forbes, placing his arm on Gordon’s 
shoulder and drawing him closer to the Time Box, 
“of  course it works. It was a tiny miscalculation that 
needed correcting. I should have seen it sooner, but it 
works. Come let me show you, step in.”

“And this time it will work?”

“Of  course,” said Forbes, ushering Gordon into the 
Time Box, “and give my regards to Henry the Eighth,” 
he added with a smile.

My grandparents lived in Henry Forbes’ house, the 
very place where he carried out this and all his other 
experiments, and when I used to visit them as a kid 
I would sit fascinated as they told me the legend of  
Henry Forbes and George Gordon, and I suppose in 
my own way, I’m telling their legend to you now.

The Time Box did its thing. It shook about a bit and 
had something that sounded like an electrical storm 
occurring within. Forbes opened the door and Gordon 

was no longer inside. Forbes took out his watch and 
studied it carefully before tucking it back into his 
pocket. He moved back to his desk and leant over 
it to scrutinise his hand written notes. His bright, 
keen eyes absorbed information, and as discovery 
formed in his brain a joyous smile broke out across 
his face. It was, I suppose, his eureka moment. What 
was happening to Herny Forbes was that he was 
recognising the mistake he had made, but what gave 
him joy was the sudden knowledge of  the solution 
that flooded into his thinking. Wasting not one more 
second he turned to work on his Time Box.

I inherited Henry Forbes’ house two years ago. My 
grandmother left it to me in her will. 

As Forbes finished his adjustments, the door to 
his room opened and in walked his loyal assistant, 
George Gordon.

“It works!” exclaimed Forbes. 

Gordon shook his head. “Please, Henry. You’re the 
laughing stock of  London. You should have heard the 
X-Club diners talking about you this evening. They 
were all at the Science Hall, scolding you in public and 
claiming you’ve lost your mind. Not one disagreed. I 
dared not speak up on your behalf  because I feared 
the severe lashings of  their tongues would have killed 
me and I would not have survived to be here tonight 
to inform you of  the storm that is brewing.”

Now go back and read the title.
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The Laslo Boniek Emails
from   laslo boniek lasloboniek@googlemail.com
to  nXXXXXXXXX@matchtech.com
date   30 Sep 2007 14:16
subject  How to become IT Professional

Dear Nicola, 
 
I come to United Kingdom country in search of  better life. I arrive from Ippleonia, a very small 
island in Aegean Sea, for some reason it not shown on many maps, and I write for you to write 
back and tell me how I apply to use my skills in new home and become IT Professional, yes. 
 
Thank you,
 
Laslo Boniek

from   Nicola XXXXXX <nXXXXXXXXX@matchtech.com> 
to   laslo boniek lasloboniek@googlemail.com
date  30 Sep 2007 14:16
subject  RE: How to become IT Professional

Hi Laslo, 

First you would need to send me a copy of your CV and we can go from there! 

Many thanks, 

Kind Regards  
Nicola XXXXXX Ba (hons)  
Recruitment Consultant

from   laslo boniek lasloboniek@googlemail.com
to  nXXXXXXXXX@matchtech.com
date   1 Oct 2007 10:11 
subject  RE: How to become IT Professional

Dear Nicola, 
 
Thank you for email. I not fully together yet with United Kingdom custom. What is CV? Please 
inform me and then once I have your explainings I make the preparings to send copy of  CV. If  you 
like, I also make DVD copy of  Lion King and send that too, as it a great film. 
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Thank you,

Laslo Boniek

from   Nicola XXXXXX <nXXXXXXXXX@matchtech.com> 
to   laslo boniek lasloboniek@googlemail.com
date  1 Oct 2007 10:15
subject  RE: How to become IT Professional

If you can give me your phone number then my colleague, Richard Barker, will call you about your 
opportunites. 

Kind Regards  
Nicola XXXXXX Ba (hons)  
Recruitment Consultant  

from   laslo boniek lasloboniek@googlemail.com
to  nXXXXXXXXX@matchtech.com
date   1 Oct 2007 10:58  

subject  RE: How to become IT Professional

Dear Nicola, 
 
I very much like to discuss the opportunities. Please be asking the Richard the Barker to be 
emailing me, yes. I currently not be speaking on the telephone, as I am at work and finish at 8pm 
and boss not like it when the peoples make calls that are not to do with work. I think boss even 
less pleased if  she hear me making call about finding other job. I do have computer though, so 
maybe the Richard the Barker can do the explainings of  what is CV in email. Then I make sure I 
send copy of  CV. Boss never catch me on computer, I on Facebook, MySpace and Ippleonia’s news 
website all the time and she not know.
 
Thank you, 
 
Laslo Boniek.

No Reply
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LEO 
 Thinking Mercury 
turns direct and 
outgoing on the 1st 

and assertive Mars retrogrades 
in passive cancer on the 15th. 
Sometimes I really don’t have a 
nun’s chuff  what I’m on about. It’s 
my strongest trait, apparently. My 
solicitor reckons it’s been no less 
than a blessing. Similarly, what’s 
been coming out of  your mouth 
is absolute unadulterated utter 
one hundred percent unshadowed 
stand alone grade A bottom drawer 
complete and total b*ll*cks. It feels 
good, doesn’t it?  Some would say 
even better than a w**k. Be aware 
though, that the alcohol causes 
memory loss. There are two kinds 
of  people, those who finish what 
they start, and so on.
    

VIRGO
The party season 
is now upon us. 
If  I said let your 

feelings be your guide it would 
scare you. Neat, order, fastidious, 
passive, servile, prudish, perfection 
and stinkfinger are all words you’re 
familiar with. They’re also words 
that people at work associate with 
your furniture-like presence.

At the office party it’s vital you 
start drinking too early very 
quickly. When your confidence level 
verges on violence, this is the ideal 
time to tell everyone how you feel 

yes” “Chipolatas and stuffing?” 
“Not half” “Breast or wing?” “Uh 
huh” “Say when” “Why?”. “Have 
you room for more pudding?” 
“Does the Pope stick his **** 
in a warm mug of  Detol of  an 
evening?” Nuff  said.

GEMINI
When  the sun 
incongruously 
bellicose appears 

with nuances of  hobbesian 
eugenics, it’s simply temerity 
and imperturbable coagulation  
causing hemidemisemiquaver like 
succedaneums. Turgescence or no 
turgescence, it’s got to come off.

CANCER    
It’s that time of  
year again when 

we start to think about giving. 
The shops are rammed to the 
gunnels and spewing forth shiny 
little parcels of  shite. Gobshites 
buying shite for shiteheads  they 
hardly gave a shite about all year 
and suddenly can’t wait to waste 
perfectly good beer money on 
absolute buffalo cum. Come on, 
spoon some more into me why 
don’t you, make sure you’re fully 
spent before they scrape what’s 
left off  the shelves and stack them 
full of  chocolate bunnies for the 
next big family meltdown. Do you 
think that’s what Christ wanted? 
Was he nailed to a giant Toblerone, 
was he? Was he f**k.
    

ARIES
A Mars 
challenge needs 
communication 
to fix, as Venus 

and the sun put up emotional 
roadblocks. Right couple of  
proper arseholes them two, always 
creating. Everything always has 
to be difficult, doesn’t it? Never 
easy. You never hear of  them two 
laying a bed of  wine-soaked bank 
notes across a field of  end-to-end 
naked women now do you? Luckily 
they don’t get together often and 
they couldn’t stop a wee tiny little 
ginger girl repeatedly smashing a 
rounders bat into your incredibly 
surprised face if  they wanted 
to, which they do not. My advice 
is just carry on being right up 
yourself, and never underestimate 
a scorned little’un.

TAURUS
The words 
‘enough’ and 
‘finished’ are 

completely foreign to you, aren’t 
they? Much like leaving a little 
on your plate. Who needs a 
dishwasher when you and your 
tongue are in town? We’re now on 
the final countdown to your fattest 
day of  the year. There are turkeys 
in farms all over Europe jacking 
up on steroids cos they’ve heard 
you’re coming to dinner. “Would 
you like some of  this?” “Yes 
please” “More potatoes?” “Oh 

Jon’s Horror Scopes
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bully a gullible wet ponce like a 
Pisces into doing it all for you, so 
you can follow your emotions into 
pubs, clubs, shebeens, gambling 
dens, brothels, kebab shops, 
crack houses, STD clinics and 
confession boxes of  this world 
willie nillie. Cos you’re worth it. 

AQUARIUS
There’s an old 
Polish proverb 

which goes, “Kto nie stucha ojca, 
matki ten sie stucha psiej skory.”
Couldn’t have put it better myself.

         
PISCES
Emotional 
intensity, like, 

takes you for a, like, swim in, like, 
deeper water. And someone will, 
like, say something and you’ll be 
like, whoa and they’ll be like, why, 
and you’ll catch them like. Which 
will feel like. But they’ll be like. And 
you like won’t care cos it’s like. 
Whatever. Speak f***ing properly.

cave, buggering elves. The elves 
make 12.5 million tonnes of  toys 
which are distributed on a flying 
sledge pulled by glorified Moose. 
How does he afford it? Money 
laundering.

SAGITTARIUS
With Mars and 
unfettered 

Uranus joining on the 7th, a month 
of  impulsive energy looms. This 
suffocated energy needs to be 
released, and what better way 
than through your love of  sports? 
This is an excellent time of  year 
to play one of  my favourite sports 
and it’s not reliant on the weather. 
Shoplifting. Malls are ideal for 
this as you have security guards 
inside the stores and outside on 
the concourse. I like to see them 
as full backs. For advanced play, 
start nicking higher up, which 
brings on the escalator chases. 
Body checking, head butting 
and spitting on security guards 
gains five points a piece and a 
touchdown outside the mall gains 
10. If  you drop the goods, it’s 10 
points to the opposition.

CAPRICORN 
You’re 
comfortable 
with control and 
authority, but 

be careful not to attempt to do 
everything yourself  or you may 
crumble under the weight.  Your 
job will be more manageable 
if  you seek help during this 
turbulent month of  emotion. 
Another way of  reading this is to 

about them, and loudly. Finish off  
by calling your boss a c*** and 
flashing your monkey’s chin at 
everyone.

  LIBRA 
With your ruler’s power 
of  advancement back 
in play, you’re ready 
to sweet talk a lover 

or use your creative imagination 
to put an almighty demonic 
screaming wind of  terror right 
up your neighbour. Get a cheap 
second hand car from  the scrap 
yard, something a bit boy racer, 
and fill it with dead badgers. 
They’re ten to a penny now the 
bottom’s dropped out of  their 
market. Seatbelt them in, perhaps 
have one at the back smoking 
with shades on. Position them so 
they’re staring at your neighbour’s 
house. The fear and paranoia will 
have his bottom retching. 

 
         SCORPIO

The deep 
thinking you so 
often do reaps 
some masterful 

solutions and ideas and reveals 
the start of  many a journey that 
plays but one part in your complex 
jigsaw. Nurture and train it with 
puzzles. Here’s one. Santa Claus, 
Father bastard Christmas if  you 
will.  A man old enough to need 
plastic sheets, who spends 11 
months of  the year in a Grotto. 
Do you know what a grotto is? A 
cave, and not just any cave but a 
magic cave. Oh yes. He spends 
11 months of  the year in a magic 
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Cyber love and cyber nuts 
and soup
by  Joe Crosby

Illustration by Oliver Dashwood

It is a regular haven of darkness and graveyard to 
innocence. Such great a thing, yet tragically flawed in 
its role as a human mirror. There are plenty of nice 
things to surf  on, but don’t let that fool you. Imagine 
if  everyone in your town was placed on an island and 
you quickly realise the Internet has more than a passing 
resemblance to William Golding’s Lord of the Flies. 
Only the fittest will survive, but for how long? Beware 
of strangers, and that’s not light-hearted advice. They 
seem okay at first and then they’ve got you. Why do you 
think they call it the ‘net’, you idiot? 

These were my initial thoughts when on my screen 
popped a message from a stranger, a ‘woman’ hailing 
from ‘Australia’, pertaining to be called ‘Laura Mitchell’ 
and saying she wanted to chat. Has this ‘woman’ nothing 
better to do in life than talk to strangers on the Internet? 
And why pick me? I never speak to people across the 
web, all I want to do is log on and make my scrabble 
moves in peace. Why choose me from the so many who 
use this site? Is she a mentalist? Is she looking for the 
vulnerable to inflict on them her cyber crimes? There 
was no discernable reason or motive for her wanting 
to speak with me. Nothing, unless, of course, someone 
was playing a trick.

In case ‘Laura’ was genuine, the only reasonable action 
I could take was to waste her time and test her patience. 
I had nothing better to do. So I started by saying one 
thing in one message and then contradicting myself  in 
the next, making it a surreal experience and hoping it 
would confuse her and that she would quickly leave me 
alone. 

My nonsense served only to encourage her. Suddenly, 
in her mind, I had become a complex character who she 
wanted to know better. As if  you can ever properly know 

someone over the Internet, what a strange thing of her 
to say. Our talk was clean, with no smut or dirty talk, it 
was just very weird, so I decided a marriage proposal 
was in order, thinking that something as outrageous as 
that would scare her off  for sure. 

My, my, it couldn’t have gone any worse. My offer to 
marry ‘Laura’ made her think I was funny and she began 
painting a picture of wedded bliss. She talked of one day 
marrying a good husband and living in a good home 
together with their two children and family dog. I was not 
included in this dream, but neither was I excluded from 
it. From this I drew the conclusion that any sane person 
would not have said what she said. She could only be 
genuine. No Internet robber would work this hard, would 
they? My response to her curious married ideal was to 
tell her that I already had four girlfriends, two children, 
but probably more – who is counting? - and that I could 
be with her in three days if  I caught a plane in the next 
few hours and she could be my fifth girlfriend, which I 
thought was hilarious as I typed it. Imagine receiving a 
message from a stranger who says they have four other 
partners and will drop everything to fly around the world 
to make you the fifth. It is ludicrous. 

It was after I sent this message, though, that I started 
to think of Chris Langham. Although there was nothing 
sexual about the content, I had all the while assumed I 
was talking to an adult, but jeepers, what if  ‘Laura’ was a 
sane child? That would certainly explain her thoughts on 
marriage. I immediately checked her profile. I had done 
so when she first contacted me, but it had not been filled 
in at that time, and now the information was there for 
me to read. Much to my relief  it showed ‘Laura’s’ age as 
being ‘twenty-three’. Phew! I wasn’t speaking to a child, 
but a mentalist, probably.

The Internet is a vast and deadly space. A savage, lawless new frontier populated 
by geeks, freaks, lunatics, perverts and sickos of the worst kind, not to mention 
the dangerous and criminally minded. 
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I read on, she had obviously taken a great deal of time 
over filling out her details and when I went through them 
I discovered we share the same interests. She loves 
cooking, and I love eating. We are both fans of oriental 
cinema and of the work of the Dadaists and Surrealists. 
She likes to travel, so do I. She enjoys sport, me too. But 
what topped it for me is that her hero is Larry David’s 
character in Curb Your Enthusiasm. Bingo!

Armed with this new information, my messages changed. 
I stopped acting dumb and decided to strike up a proper 
conversation. From here we moved to email and began 
contacting each other non-stop during the day, and 
eventually I found the courage to send her my picture. 
She said she liked what she saw, thought I looked 
handsome, and she then sent her picture back. If  she is 
half  as nice in the flesh as her picture then Wow! 

I moved on to asking for her phone number, and she gave 
it to me. Then we worked out a suitable time between 
the two time zones for me to call. We hit it off  straight 
away. It was like we had known each other forever. There 
were no awkward silences, nothing like that, it was very 
instinctive, and, well, that was two months ago and we 
have been telephoning each other ever since (my bill is 
going to be horrendous!). 

I can’t believe I had behaved so stupidly at the beginning 
and wasted all that time being an idiot. What a fool! I’m 
lucky she continued talking to me when I was trying to 
put her off. I have really gotten to know her. 

Next month (December 2007) I am flying out to 
Australia to visit ‘Laura’. November 2006 was when 
‘Laura’ first came into my life and although it sounds 
silly sharing this with you, like this, we have been kind 
of talking about this visit as a celebration, as a sort of  
anniversary. I’m not expecting the picturebook wedding 
mentioned earlier, though funny if  that did happen one 
day. No, I’m just hoping ‘Laura’ and I can get along and 
enjoy each other’s company as we have on the Internet 
and telephone. Whatever happens though, you can read 
about it in the next issue of Pop Cult.

Want to know if  Joe Crosby is about to meet the woman of  
his dreams, or the Internet monster from his nightmares? 
Then read this real life story first by ordering your FREE 
copy of Pop Cult, Essential Reading Material for the 
Bathroom. To get your sticky mitts on Pop Cult 7 before 
it hits the streets, email: popcultmag@gmail.com 
The first ten people to email will receive a surprise gift 
from Laslo Boniek. Next issue due February 2008. 
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